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Eye-Fi WiFi SD cards . Tags: . This message is for customers that purchased an Eye-Fi Pro X2 or
earlier generation products prior to March 2015. . (center.eye.fi) The Mobi, Mobi Pro and. The Sad
State of Wifi SD Cards. Fri, Jul 15, 2016 1:51pm -07:00. . I've had the Eye-Fi Pro X2 card for years. I
have it configured to upload everything to Flickr marked "private". .
Eye-Fi began phasing out sales of the X2 product line in 2012 .
Eye-Fi Mobile X2 8GB Wireless Memory Card Instant uploads from camera to smartphone, tablet, PC,
or Mac Class 6 SDHC . Speed class: Class10.
MidwayUSA is a privately held American retailer of various hunting and outdoor-related products..
Eyefi Mobi Pro (32GB) Eyefi Mobi Pro (32GB) .. MidwayUSA is a privately held American retailer of
various hunting and outdoor-related products.. This Is The Place To Find The Best Answers For Eye Fi
Mobi Pro X2 !. More advanced photographers and professionals may want to stick to the Eye-Fi Pro
X2 as advanced features are missing such as RAW support and the ability to directly transfer images
to PC or. Eyefi Mobi Pro is an SDHC memory card with a pro punch: available in 16GB and 32GB
capacity, it includes built-in WiFi that connects your camera, at lightning speeds to your smartphone,
Setting up the Eye-Fi Pro X2 takes a bit of time, making you install (and no doubt update) the
software that comes on the card, register an account with Eye-Fi and set up your initial. Today, there
are effectively three versions left: the consumer-grade Eyefi Mobi, the old (and likely to be
discontinued) professional model Pro X2, and the brand-new Mobi Pro.. Same Day Shipping 'til 8PM!
The best combination of quality services, vast selection, knowledgeable staff and competitive
pricing.. The Eyefi Mobi Pro makes it easy to copy images from your camera to your phone or
computer via Wi-Fi, and adds features that aren't in the standard Mobi.. 8GB Mobile X2: Store up to
4,000 photos or 3 hours of video with top-notch Class 6 speed. .
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